The Sanitation Station
Prevent the spread of germs while
your customers wait in line.

Featured Product: Model SAN
Help prevent the spread of germs.
The touch-free dispenser automatically vends the exact amount
of Purell® instant hand sanitizer (gel or foam) that kills 99.99% of
disease causing germs on contact without the use of water,
towels, or drying.
Available as a complete sanitation station or as an add-on that
simply screws into the top of any existing Retracta-Belt® or Sign
Post with no additional tools. All of our santizers come ready to
use with batteries and a 1200 ml. Purell® gel refill. Additional
refills are readily available from a variety of resellers everywhere.

Complete Sanitation Station
Includes everything you need:

Knocked-Down shipping:
®

40” tall post with or without 10’ Retracta-Belt Mechanism
®

Purell TFX touch-free hand sanitizer
dispenser with bracket (Purell # 2720-12)

Everything in one convenient box
Shown:
SAN-301-BA-BK

Reduces shipping cost by over 50%
No tools - easy assembly

(3) C batteries (approximately 30,000 uses)
®

1200 ml Purell instant sanitizing gel (Purell # 5456-04)

Create Your Own Sanitation Station
1

2

Select a Sign
Post or
Retracta-Belt ®

Add a Dispenser to New or Existing Posts

3

Order Refills
1200 ml Purell® instant
sanitizing gel
Approximately
1,075 uses
from each
1200 ml gel

Simply screws into the top of any of our standard
Sign Posts or Retracta-Belts ®

Available in 3
base styles
and a variety
of finishes

Add-on dispenser includes:
Purell ® TFX dispenser with bracket
(3) C batteries
1200 ml Purell ® instant sanitizing gel

Easy
Add-on
Contemporary Base Dome Base

Sloped Base

Shown:
SANDISP-AO

Shown:
SANGEL

Features
®

Easy add-on to any existing Retracta-Belt ® or Sign Post:
provides customers with sanitizing gel while they wait in line

Purell TFX Dispenser: automatic touch-free dispenser
for Purell instant hand sanitizing gel or foam

Customizable: custom finishes and styles
without custom pricing

Refills readily available: Purell brand refills
available from a variety of resellers

Stable: heavy 18 lbs. baseweight prevents stand from tipping

Special formula kills 99.99% of disease causing germs

®
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